
 

 

               

 

                                               

 
 

                                      
                                                                   
 

  

POWER RUN*          TRAP*                              SHORT PASS*     
                                                                                                       If a Short Pass lands 
                                                                                                    over 20 Yards beyond 
                                                     B2                                   the Scrimmage Line, 
                                                                                                       you OVERTHREW all white 

                                              COUNTER TRAP*                          squares & red triangles!                             

   B2                                                                                                                                                         B3 
                                                                 B2                                                                                              
                                                                                                     STATUE OF LIBERTY                                                   

                                                                                                       Go B5 and while still looking lift and hold the pen-point     
                                                                                                       about ½ inch in the air as if to pass. Then hide your eyes                                                     
                               BASIC RUNNING PLAYS                                                  and set the pen-point down, say “Reds Only!”, and run.                                      

                                                                                                                                                   

  DRAW                            SWEEP*                      LONG PASS*  

  After going B5, say                                                                                 If a Long Pass lands  
  “Beyond the Scrimmage                                                                        over 60 Yards beyond 
  Line, Reds Only!”                                                                                   the Scrimmage Line, 

                                                                                                      you OVERTHREW all white 
                                                                                                      squares & red triangles!                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         B10 

                                                                                                                                    LONG PASS SCRAMBLE                                                    
                                                                                                      Go B10. Then say “I’ll Scramble, Reds Only!” and run 
   B5                                                  S5 to S10                               downfield. But if you then Fumble, your QB is shaken up 
                                                                                                       and for the rest of the half you must throw all                        
                                                                                                       passes with YOUR OFF HAND (#2 QB).                                                                           
                                                                                                       
 

  REVERSE                                                      SCREEN PASS* 

  After going S5,                                                                                        Go B10, then throw to a white square located ENTIRELY 
  say “Reds Only!”                                                                                      BEHIND the Scrimmage Line. If complete, you may       
                                                                                                           look at the field for 5 seconds before running. 
         BUT                                                    S5                                          

                                                                                             HALFBACK PASS* 
  Then you must run                                                                          First go S10. Then with YOUR OTHER HAND pass 
  behind and around                                                                                  like a Long Pass. If complete, you may look at the 
  where the play began!                                                                            field for 5 seconds before running.                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                             HAIL MARY / Flea-Flicker Pass* 

                                                                                           Same as a Long Pass, but you must lift the pen-point 
                                                                                             above the Playbook. If complete, you may look at the 
                                                                                                       field for 5 seconds before running.                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                    

   

* IMPORTANT: “Reds Only!” goes into effect AFTER YOU GAIN 5 YARDS BEYOND THE SCRIMMAGE LINE. 

 
B2, B3, B5, B10, S5, S10 mean: 
While you are looking at the field, go Back approximately the number of Yards indicated after the B (or Sideways in your backfield 

approximately the number of Yards indicated after the S).  Then stop and look at the field for 5 more seconds, hide your eyes, and 
execute rest of play.  Caution: B10 and S10 expose you to Blitzes. 
 

                        
                                                                               
hen 
 
 
 

LATERALS 

   At any time on any play or return, you may try a lateral (backward pass). Say  
    “Lateral”, look for 2 seconds, then lateral or fall down. If complete, look for 2 
   more seconds and run. If incomplete, it’s a Fumble and to see who recovers 
   both teams roll die, high roll wins, and repeat to see if may run – “Reds Only!” 
                                                   

          

                            ®  

                       

QB ROLLOUT*  

 Go S10. Then run, or pass like a Short Pass. 
 

SCREEN PASS 

 Go B10. Then throw to a white square located  
 ENTIRELY BEHIND the Scrimmage Line. If complete,  
 keep hiding your eyes and say “Reds Only!” 
 

HALFBACK PASS* 

 Go S10. Then with YOUR OFF HAND pass like a  
 Long Pass. If complete, you may look at the field  
 for 2 seconds before running. 
 

HAIL MARY 
†
 / Flea-Flicker Pass* 

 Same as a Long Pass, but you must lift the pen-point 
 at least 3 inches up in the air. If complete, you may  
 look at the field for 2 seconds before running. 

   QB SNEAK   

      No dropback required. Max gain allowed: 1 yd 
 
                          NO HUDDLE OFFENSE 

 
Don’t study this Playbook. Instead, execute each play by memory    

…5 yd penalty if done incorrectly.  D gets only 5 secs to set LBs. 
            

 

† If a Hail Mary lands touching only end zone turf, the ball was   
   tipped into the air. Keep hiding your eyes and HOP PEN ONCE. 
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Special Rule on Passes   
If an entire receiver is less than 10 yds past the scrimmage 
line, a pass that touches its red triangle is still Complete 
(unless batted down by a Linebacker).  
 

Long Pass ‘Arm Pump’   
On a Long Pass, you may make one ‘eyes open’ 
preliminary throwing motion toward the receiver. 
  

 

Hurdle  At any time on a play or return, you may say 
“Hurdle” (no extra peek allowed) and hop pen once. If 
you land over 5 yds in any direction or on a symbol or LB, 
you FUMBLED where you left the ground. (See fumble 

rule on Laterals – above.) If not, keep running. 

 

 

                                                               RUN / PASS BLOCKING:  After Defense is set, point to one white bar that cannot tackle you on this play because you will concentrate your blocking there. 

  

                                       All Plays May Go Right or Left 

                                        The diagrams below are merely samples and do not have to be drawn exactly as shown.     
 


